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Energy: a costly commodity
If your heart skips a
beat when your mailbox yields your
monthly power bill, consider Don Lee,
UCF's physical plant director. " H i s "
bill is $130,000-140,000 a month.

Knight Notes
Jack and Carolyn Sanders set
a new UCF record in running
this year's Rec. Services Coed
Turkey Trot. They completed
the 1.5 mile relay in 13:07, just
five second over their predicted
time, and trotted home w i t h a
fifteen pound turkey courtesy
of Oviedo Meat World. Jerry
Linder and Kathy Foster
recorded the fastest time,
11:05, for runner-up honors
and Rec. Services T-shirts.

That's the combined total billing
received from Florida Power Corp. and
Peoples Gas to provide one month's
energy to the University. •
The state university system on
the whole is anticipating a deficit
of $3.5 million for utility costs by
the end of the fiscal year, June 30,
1980. UCF's share of that red ink may
be in excess of $300,000 if energy
curbs are not instituted, Lee reported.
"Even though we try everything
possible to keep utility costs down,

we fight a losing battle because
inflation continues to drive gas and
electricity costs u p , " he said. "We
faced a 38 percent increase in the cost
of natural gas in October and we have
been informed to expect another
increase in the spring."
As an illustration of skyrocketing
costs, Lee provided comparison figures.
" I n 1970, one kilowatt-hour
cost us 1 1/3 cents — today that
same kilowatt-hour costs 5 cents.
Natural gas was costing 5 cents a
therm (unit of measure for metering
natural gas) in 1970; we were paying
18 cents prior to October and now
the cost is 25 cents per therm.
Added to that, of course, is the

Physical plant personnel are
doing all things possible to put on
the energy brakes. Buildings w i t h
individual heating/air conditioning
units, such as the police station,
portable classrooms and the ROTC
facility, have had thermostats adjusted
to heat to 65 degrees and cool to
78 degrees in accordance w i t h federal
guidelines.
The majority of campus buildings
are regulated by adjustments at the
main utilities building. There,
boilers and chillers produce hot and
cold water which is mixed to provide
the necessary heating and cooling.
Mixed water is pumped throughout the
network of buildings and air handlers
— actually giant fans — circulate
air in the buildings.
As an energy saving measure
that was instituted last February, a
computer shuts down various air handlers
in each building on a cyclical basis
for 15 minutes every hour.
Additionally, workers have
been removing non-essential lighting
tubes from hallways and offices.

Santa Claus has agreed t o terms
with the Office of Recreational
Services again this year and will
make pre-Christmas phone calls to
the children of UCF students,
faculty and staff. Santa will be
making calls to children (ages

" A number of people have
questioned our leaving lights on
at night, particularly in the parking
lots," Lee said. " B u t we must
maintain a cautious balance for
safety and security reasons."

3, 4, 5, and 6 only) on December
4, 6, and 11 from 5:30 to 7 p.m.
If you wish t o have your child
called, you must fill out a form at
the Recreational Services Office,
PE 101, to provide Santa with
appropriate information.

Every Saturday & Sunday
through December 16 your
Sea World Dolphin Club card is
good for 30 percent discount
on admission. (The regular discount is 15 percent.) Just present your Dolphin Club card at
the Sea World ticket window to
get your discount. Cards are
available in the personnel office,
A d m i n . 230.

cost of operating our utilities plant
itself — we must consider salaries,
equipment, and upkeep as part of the
total picture."

Lee stressed that his department
needs the help of the entire
University community in closing the
energy gap.
" I f your office or classroom
has some lighting that you feel
you can do w i t h o u t , callus. If you
see some electrical equipment running
when it's not needed, turn it off.
You may think that one typewriter
won't make that much difference —
but times that one typewriter by
all the offices on campus and that
Hal/ways get a dose of energy conservation as Blake Weatherford,
removes non-essential lighting.

maintenance,
Energy, page 8.
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In an effort to conserve energy.
the administration is "encouraging
all employees whose supervisor can
re/ease them to take leave from
Friday, December 21, through
Tuesday, January 1, 1980,"
according to John P. Goree,
vice presiden t, Business A ffairs.
"No one will be forced to
take leave, however," the vice
president stressed. "The administrati on is exploring the
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possibility of closing some
buildings and reassigning
personnel who must work to work
sta tions in buildings remaining
open. Please watch The UCF

11

Report for final decisions on

this matter.
"If an employee has no
compensatory or annual leave
time accrued, he may request,
with supervisory approval, leave
without pay. However, all
employees should keep in mind
that career service rules and
regulations state that any
employee in non-pay status
(leave of absence withou t pay)
for the entire day preceding a
holiday cannot be paid for
that holiday," Goree explained.
"As you know, the Department
of Administration
has designated
December 24 as a special, floating
holiday for all career service

employees. December 31 is NOT
a holiday and would therefore
either have to be worked or taken
as a day of annual or compensatory
leave in order for the employee
to be paid for January 1, which
is a holiday."
Annual leave cannot be
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"borrowed"against
future
accrual, according to Mary

[*
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A fford, assistan t personnel

aJ

director. Career service
employees who are full time
and hold permanent status with
the state could use their
personal holiday, gran ted by
DOA earlier this year, on

*\

December 31, she explained.
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Official Memoranda
To:
From:
Subject:

Deans, Chairmen, Faculty
C. Barth Engert, director, Office of Public Affairs
Feature and News Releases

Your news tips and ideas for feature releases are welcome at
all times. Help assure that good stories are told about people
and happenings at UCF. A brief note or phone call which responds
to the questions " W H A T ? " (happened or is happening), " W H O ? " (is
involved), " W H E R E ? " (did or will it take place), " W H E N ? " (date,
time), and " W H Y ? " (is it significant) will start the process.
Call or send items t o Bill Daum, News Bureau, x2504, or
Barth Engert, Public Affairs, x2848.

To:
From:
Subject:

All Permanent Full-Time Career Service Employees
Dale G. Lock, associate director,
Personnel Services
Voluntary Participation in a Sick Leave Pool —

Pursuant to Section 110.121, Florida Statutes and Departmei.t of
Administration Rule 22K-13, effective November 26, 1979, each agency
head may determine the desirability of establishing sick leave pools
for eligible employees.
The requirements for membership are completion of one year of
state employment, provided that 64 hours of leave have been accumulated.
Participation is voluntary. Each participant shall contribute 8
hours of sick leave in the first month of eligibility, and thereafter,
each participant having more than 64 hours of sick leave accumulated
shall contribute 8 hours each time the pool is depleted.
A participant shall not be allowed to donate unused sick leave
upon termination or retirement or contribute a lump sum amount at
any time which would exceed the amount prescribed for all participating
employees. Any sick leave contributed to the pool shall be forfeited
upon cancellation of pool membership or upon termination or retirement.
A participant may be granted sick leave from the pool only after
depletion of all accrued personal sick, annual, and compensatory
leave credits. Pooled sick leave may be used only for the employee's
personal accident, illness, or complications thereof.
If a sufficient number of employees wish t o participate, the
agency head shall appoint at least three (3) employees who elect
to serve as the sick leave pool committee, one of whom shall be the
administrator. This committee will be responsible for establishing
further procedures arid guidelines to administer the pool.

If you qualify and would be interested in participating in such
a sick leave pool, please complete the following information and
return it to Personnel Services by December 3, attn: Dale Lock.

Dept-

A l l Faculty
Leslie L. Ellis, vice president of Academic Affairs
Establishment of Learning Resources Council

In order t o achieve our objective of excellence in instruction,
we must seek t o provide the best possible support for instructional
activities. To this end, I am pleased t o announce the establishment
of the Learning Resource Council, which will be representative of
the colleges and will consist of faculty who have demonstrated an
expertise in teaching and a commitment to seeking better instruction
at UCF. The membership, duties, and responsibilities and details of
appointment are described below.
I am looking forward to working w i t h this committee to find ways
of improving support and instruction at UCF.
Duties and Responsibilities:
The Council shall act as an advisory board to the vice president
for Academic Affairs on ways to improve instruction at UCF. They shall
review proposals submitted to the vice" president of Academic Affairs
for support for instructional activities which request funding beyond
that normally generated by the college or department. Proposals t o
be reviewed by the Council will include those submitted under the
QIP program, such as requests to bring distinguished scholars to the
campus or visiting lecturers.
Membership:

An Interest Survey

Name.

To:
From:
Subject:

Title.
Accumulated Sick leave hrs.

One representative from each college and chaired by the dean for
Graduate Studies and Research (this committee will be chaired by
the dean for Undergraduate Studies once that appointment is effective.)
Length of Term:
Staggered three year terms.
Faculty Selection Procedure:
Each dean and the Faculty Senate chairman will nominate t w o
faculty who are recognized for their excellence in teaching. Each
nomination shall be accompanied by supporting credentials. The vice
president for Academic Affairs, in consultation w i t h the deans and
Faculty Senate chairman, shall select one nominee frorrveach college.

•
To:
From:
Subject:

College Work Study Administrators
Don M. Baldwin, director, Student Financial A i d
College Work Study Program

This year 565 students were awarded College Work Study. In the
past, approximately 35 percent of the students awarded would either
cancel their awards or not show for work. This year everyone wants
to work! This situation has put the College Work Study Program in
a tight fiscal position. Therefore, no more awards or increases
in awards will be accepted. Supervisors should review their students'
awards and monitor their time where the funds can be utilized
effectively to meet the departments needs.
We realize that there are occasions where the student will desire
to work more hours in a particular quarter. If the department has a
need for the additional hours and the student has an award for winter
or spring quarters, the funds must be taken from those quarters. Under
no circumstances will the total yearly award be changed. A memorandum
is needed in order to make the adjustment in the award. Please direct
it to Don M. Baldwin, director, Student Financial A i d .
Also, please be aware that the minimum wage of $3.10 will not
become effective until July 1, 1980.

Faculty Assembly: minutes of Sept. 20 meeting
Approval, of the minutes of
the meetings of September 26,
1978, and May 15, 1979, was
moved and seconded to be
accepted as written.
President Colbourn introduced:
a. Dr. Joby Anthony, president
of the Faculty Senate, who
made the following
announcements:
(1) There are t w o new ad
hoc committees in the
Faculty Senate: one
dealing w i t h the College
of Arts and Sciences and
the other, General
Education.
(2) A special meeting
of the Faculty Senate will
be held on Tuesday,
September 25, at 4 p.m.
in the Library Conference
Room, Suite 427, Room
425. The purpose of the
meeting is informal
dialogue w i t h President
Colbourn.
(3) The first regular
meeting of the Faculty
Senate will be on

Thursday, September 27,
at 4 p.m. in CB 103.
b. Dan Chapman, registrar, announced
that as of today we had
registered 9,400 student for
fall quarter. He further said
that his best guess for a total
figure is 12,000.
c. Vice President John P. Goree
spoke about direct deposit
banking, anyone interested
should contact Tegie Ramsey
in Payroll. The banks we
send payroll checks to are:
(1) Sun Bank (requires
$300 minimum deposit)
(2) Citizens Bank of Oviedo
(requires $100 minimum
deposit)
(3) Southeast National Bank
of Maitland (requires
$500 minimum deposit)
If enough people sign up, the
Bank of Central Florida on Lee
Road will offer free checking.
Contact Dr. Stern if interested.
3. Dr. Leslie L. Ellis introduced
each college dean who in turn
introduced his new faculty
members.

Remarks by President Colbourn
related to where we are now and
where we are going. Highlights
were:
a. He wants us t o :
(1) be a University, an
institution of higher
learning
(2) combine good teaching
with good scholarship
(3) improve research
opportunities
(4) strengthen the summer
research program
(5) have the best possible
undergraduate program w i t h
carefully selected graduate
programs
b. Accomplishments f r o m the 1978-79
year in the public view were:
(1) the name of the University
has been changed
(2) a football program
was started
c. This was also a year of academic
reorganization w i t h a new
college and new leadership.
d. Disappointments were:
(1) budget
(2) library funds

(3) performing arts facility
(4) largest disappointments:
salary allocations for faculty
and staff; affirmative
action outcome
e. The highest priority for next
year will be salary dollars,
as well as capital outlay
needs and an effective equal
employment opportunity program.
f. Fund raising efforts by the
Foundation made possible a new
Merit Scholarship Program.
g. Other areas of emphasis will
be administrative reviews,
enhancement of the commencement ceremony, and increasing
endowments.
h. Promotion and tenure were
briefly discussed; emphasis
should be on both teaching
and scholarship.
i. Dr. Troy Jones announced that
the United Way would be
w i t h us again soon and urged,
" Y a ' l l give, you hear!"
Respectfully submitted,
P. Higginbotham
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Professor engineers dual role with ease
A filter
in the other

A gavel
in one hand

By Bernadette Crotty
Aside from his FES and teaching
duties, McLellon is currently
experimenting with a water filtration
system funded by the Industrial
Engineering Experiment Station.

Blending the interests of the
professional arena and education is
a central theme of the Florida
Engineering Society. That comes
naturally to its newly elected
president Dr. Waldron M. McLellon,
who took on leadership of the 3,000member society this fall.
This "heavy c o m m i t m e n t " to
education is exemplified by extensive
scholarship programs, student chapters
here and at other institutions and an
ongoing professional development
program.
It's rare that an educator is
called upon to head up a group of
engineering professionals. But McLellon
doesn't have time to bask in the honor.
He faces a year of challenge and
decision-making. As president of the
63-year-old organization, he coordinates
duties which run the gamut from
routine office-holding chores to
legislative review.
He spends time traveling around
the state lecturing and talking w i t h
student groups, various chapters,
and public interest groups. Legislative
bodies call upon him to evaluate and
propose revisions t o pending legislation.
" I don't work alone on this,"
he emphasized. "We work as a
committee and handle it together."
McLellon views his work within
the society as captaining a "constructive
force in an engineer's life and in his
interaction w i t h the public." The
analogy is most appropriate for
McLellon, who graduated from the
United States Naval Academy and retired
as a captain in 1963.

Dr. Waldron M. McLellon adjusts clamps on water filtering

and theory. Working engineers can
take advantage of a professional
development program and receive
recognition for such improvement
through FES. Engineers can also attend
seminars and workshops which brings
them up-to-date on changes in their
field.

Prior to his election, McLellon
was an active member for 10 years and
did some of the same kinds of things
Because education doesn't end w i t h
he's doing now but on a smaller scale.
a diploma, the society's role in the
Now, as the voice of FES (which is the
work of Florida engineers takes on an
extended dimension — that of minimizing only engineering group recognized by
the state as representing professional
the distance between the practice

apparatus.

engineers), his opinions have clout.
He and committees within FES will
monitor "between 300-400 bills and
make recommendations to the
legislature." When the legislature
considered re-writing the engineering
registration law, FES had "heavy
i n p u t . " After the recent dam collapse
in south Florida, McLellon was asked
by a state agency to recommend
engineers to investigate its failure.
McLellon takes these and other
requests in stride and looks forward
to a term of office guaranteed to be
anything but dull.

Council of Graduate Schools to consider
need for foreign language study
The role of international studies to
achieve greater understanding among nations,
and a need for foreign language education
in U.S. schools and colleges will be
among topics to be aired December 5-7,
in Orlando, at the 19th annual
meeting of the Council of Graduate
Schools.
The meeting, which is expected
t o draw hundreds of national leaders in
graduate education and research, will
be keynoted by Florida Congressman Don
Fuqua, chairman of the House
Committee on Science and>Technology.

Other speakers include Emily
Taylor, director of the Office of
Women in Higher Education; University
of Maryland President John S. T o l l ;
and James A. Perkins, who chaired
the President's Commission on
Foreign Languages and International
Studies. The Commission earlier this
month called for reinstatement of
language requirements in high schools,
colleges and universities, and called
Americans' incompetence in foreign
languages "scandalous."
Dr. Frank E. Juge, UCF coordinator

for the three-day meeting at the
Holiday Inn International, notes a
wide range of topics, from careers in
research for women t o the special
role of the urban university. The
status of controversial legislation
aimed at permitting disclosure of
college aptitude tests will be covered
bv a representative of the Educational
Testing Service, and the role of
industry in graduate education will
be explained by executives f r o m four
of the nation's major corporations.

Called the Floe Fit Process,
the system is one of many experiments
on the removal of impurities from
water. A t this stage in his research
the final water, "isn't drinkable
y e t , " but he's working on ways to
improve the process.
The apparatus consists of
a holding tank, tubes, a mixing
chamber, filters, valves and the
release tubing. With this mechanism,
McLellon will determine if this is
"a successful method for filtering
water." The water flows from the
holding tank into the mixing
chamber. Resembling an aquarium
(without the fish), the chamber
combines aluminum sulfate w i t h
water forming aluminum hydroxide
(a sticky gel that collects
particles.) This chemical attracts
kaolin (clay) in the chamber,
forming cloudy looking, undrinkable
water.
The mixture then flows through
a filtering surface, in this instance
cotton cloths. "The aluminum
hydroxide, coats the cotton sheet
forming a poreous surface that
filters impurities from the water."
McLellon holds the distinction
of being the university's first
recipient of the Gordon J. Barnett
professorship. Additionally, he's
published several papers dealing w i t h
waste water treatment, solid waste
and environmental quality.

FSEC sponsors
pool workshop
More than 100 members of the
swimming pool and solar pool heating
industries met recently at the Southeast's
first workshop on solar heating for
swimming pools, held at the Florida
Solar Energy Center.
The short course was a cooperative
effort between the Center and the Florida
Solar Energy Industries Association,
with assistance f r o m representatives
of the National Swimming Pool
Institute.
It was not only an o p p o i t u n i t y
to be updated on the solar technology
but also a chance to compare experiences
w i t h the systems. Approximately
half of the workshop time was devoted
to experience presentations by members
of both industries, dealing w i t h such
subjects as pool covers; metal, plastic
and rubber collectors; and pump sizing.
Floor discussion centered on
new solar pool heater standards, which
will become applicable in Florida in
1980, and problems of solar installer
licensing.
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UCF Library Current Awareness Report
A special bi-weekly report from the UCF Library.

The Current Awareness Report, published by the Library since
1969, offers excerpts of newspaper articles dealing with important
issues and developments in higher education. Complete articles are
available from the Reference Department, UCF Library, P. O. Box
25000, Orlando, Florida 32816.

and scholarships. What is more surprising, students who qualify
for admission to the more expensive colleges can afford them
almost as easily as they can the less expensive ones — if they
can demonstrate a need. This is so because colleges today expect
families to pay only what they can. The colleges, w i t h the help
of the Government and others, provide those families with
the difference."
HOW THE LOAN-DEFAULT T E A M GET ITS MAN - OR WOMAN (by William Carlsen) Section 12, p. 5.

EDITOR'S NOTE: The first eight excerpts are from the
Fall Survey of Education, published by the New York
Times in their Sunday edition, November 11, 1979.
A NEW KIND OF SHORTAGE: STUDENTS - (by Edward B. Fiske)
Section 12, p. 1 .
' T h e principal lesson that educators in the United States
learned in the 1970's was how to live with scarcity. First there
was the shortage of money, then of energy. Now comes the most
fundamental and painful shortage of all: students. For the first
time in decades education at all levels in this country will soon
be a declining rather than a growth enterprise. . . . The consequences
are staggering, and their cumulative effects are only beginning to
be understood. Besides the problem of adjusting the physical
capacity of a $161 billion-a-year enterprise to a lower level
of operations, educators and others will be wrestling with issues
that go to the core of the educational process. To cite a few:
School boards must maintain teacher morale and sustain the flow
of new ideas at a time when few young teachers are coming into the
system, and when those who do find jobs face limited prospects
for advancement. With the bleak market for college teachers,
institutions of higher education face the possible loss of what
has been called an entire 'generation of scholars.' Trustees of
scores of private colleges will confront the difficult moral issue
of what might be called 'institutional euthanasia' — whether to
close institutions that can no longer attract enough students to
maintain academic dignity. State legislators and other political
leaders will face complex social issues, such as whether to allow
private colleges to absorb most of the contraction or whether to
make public institutions cut back as w e l l . "
ANOTHER BASTION FALLS TO WOMEN: O X F O R D (by William Borders) Section 12, p. 1.
"A hundred years ago, Prof. John Ruskin dismissed the idea
of letting women into his art lectures at Oxford University because he
would be talking about 'angles, degrees of color-prisms and other such
things of no use to the female mind, and they would occupy the
seats in mere disappointed puzzlement.' A few decades later, when
Harold Macmillan was here as a student, women occasionally showed
up at lectures, but only, he recalls, when 'escorted by a chaperone
or duenna.' 'For practical purposes,' he said, 'they did not exist.'
But this fall, as suddenly and decisively as the crash of one of
its centures-old oak gates, Oxford University has become almost
completely coeducational. Young women, w i t h their bookbags and
bicycles and jeans, are everywhere in what was a venerable male
bastion, bringing one of the most profound social changes here
since the 12th century, when a handful of scholars and masters
first gathered to exchange ideas. The university has had a small
number of women undergraduates since the late 19th century.
Among its graduates are Mary Renault, Indira Gandhi and Prime
Misister Margaret Thatcher. But they were always confined to
one of a few all-female colleges, away from the center of the
university proper, which remained, as former Prime Minister
Macmillan put it, 'an entirely masculine, almost monastic
society.' In the last decade, though, coeducation has been
creeping into Britain at every level. Three-fourths of the high
schools are coeducational, compared with 55 percent in the
late 1960's. Even one-third of the so-called public schools,
the exclusive private preparatory schools, have become
coeducational in the last few years."
IF THE THEORY HOLDS, NOT EVEN Y A L E IS TOO EXPENSIVE (by Robert Blair Kaiser) Section 12, p. 5.
"Who can't afford to go to college? Theoretically now,
the answer is no one. This is not because the cost of attending
a four-year college is going down. Like almost everything else
these days, college is expensive and getting more expensive. This
year, on average, those who have gone off to a state school are
paying $3,200 for nine months of board, room, tuition, books
and incidentals. Those who have landed at a private college are
paying anywhere from $4,000 to $9,000. But almost everyone who
needs help can dip into a deep green pool that has not existed
until very recently. Congress appropriated $1.2 billion for
college aid this year, and state and private agencies have
more than $11 billion in their cisterns for student grants, loans

"The young house painter was parking his car when a sedan
pulled up, and t w o men stepped out. The painter, who had once
helped Patricia Hearst and the Symbionese Liberation A r m y , did
not know what to think. Ever since his acquittal the year before
of participation in an S.L.A.-inspired bank robbery, Steven
Soliah thought he was being watched by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. The men who now confronted him were indeed F.B.I,
agents, but Mr. Soliah was surprised by the paper they served
him. It was a summons. He was asked to answer charges that he
had defaulted on his college student loan. . . . The use of
the F.B.I., and even Federal marshals, t o collect student loans
is still rare. But it is happening more and more and reflects
a new, tough attitude by the Government in its campaign to collect
the loans. The Department of Health, Education and Welfare
currently runs t w o federally supported student-loan programs,
the Guaranteed Student Loan, in which the student borrows from
a lending institution and the Government guarantees it, and the
National Direct Student Loan, in which the Government supplies
funds to the educational institution that then lends the money
to the student. In the 20 years these t w o programs have been
operating, former students have defaulted on nearly $2 billion
in loans, which range from $200 to $10,000."
SHOULD TRUSTEES 'PULL THE PLUG?' (by Gene I. Maeroff) Section 12, p. 2 1 .
"The tree-shaded campus of Wilson College in central
Pennsylvania is vibrant with the sounds of students, but had it
not been for the intervention of a court, the campus might
instead be still. Without a ruling by the Franklin County
Court, Wilson College would have closed last summer, another
victim of the blight plaguing the nation's campuses. The dilemma
faced by such schools as Wilson involves what might be called
institutional euthanasia — when to pull the plug on a college's
existence, whether to hang on or let go in the face of diminishing
academic quality because of higher costs and declining enrollments.
It is an issue that educators have been reluctant to address
openly but are starting t o discuss quietly behind doors. Dozens
of schools have closed in the last decade and dozens more are at
the precipice. Staying alive gives a college time to try t o revive
its fortunes while continuing t o serve a community that has
come to depend on it for economic, social and intellectual
sustenance. . . . 'Some colleges should be allowed to die,'
said Josiah Bunting 3d, who was president of Briarcliff College
in Westchester County when it closed t w o years ago. 'The better
colleges will continue and they will be forced to organize
themselves better and take a harder look at their curriculum.'
Some troubled colleges are indeed prolonging their existence
by altering their missions. This may mean offering programs
that do not have faculty support, giving misleading information
to students or pandering to fads."
TEACHERS' COLLEGES SHIFT THEIR FOCUS TO ' R E L A T E D FIELDS'
(by Robert Vogel) Section 12, p. 2 1 .
"The declining enrollment in the nation's schools is
having profound effects on the way educators view the role of
teacher education. Spurred by a decrease in the demand for new
teachers trained in the traditional mold, schools, colleges and
departments of education are preparing teachers for jobs outside
the classroom with new curriculums for undergraduates and working
professionals to satisfy changing governmental mandates. They are
also cutting back programs in glutted areas. The pressure t o
retrain has been brought on by a sharp decline in enrollment in
teacher education, which continues even as the total enrollment
in higher education increases. According to a study, by the
National Education Association, the 190,226 people graduated
as prospective teachers last year were 3.9 percent fewer than
in 1977. It was the sixth consecutive year of decline from the
record 317,254 in 1972. Even so, last year there were two
prospective teachers graduating from college for each of the
75,400 openings. 'What this has done, in many cases,' said
Doran Christensen, associate director of the National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher Education, 'is to have caused these
institutions to look at their resources, faculty and space as
being available to prepare persons for other professional roles.
Schools once geared toward preparing people for work within a
classroom are moving into related fields.' "
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A SCHOOL FOR A SELECT FEW - (by Sharon Johnson)
Section 12, p. 24.
"Isolated in a lonely valley of the White Mountains in
California 28 miles from the nearest town stands Deep Springs
College, one of the most selective and innovative colleges in the
world. Twenty-four of the most qualified college men in the nation,
based on test scores, are enrolled in the private two-year school,
which requires them to spend 20 hours a week toiling on a 420-acre
cattle ranch. Barred from leaving the campus while school is in
session, the students sometimes go for months w i t h o u t seeing
anyone outside the campus. Devoid of television, intercollegiate
athletics and parties, the students spend their free time exploring
the desert or reading at the library far into the night. . . .
The students, so that they develop respect for physical labor,
are required to work at chores assigned by a student labor
commissioner. Differing from the work-experience programs at
Antioch and other similar colleges, however, Deep Springs does
not find students jobs in fields in which they are majoring.
Most of the jobs are mundane, ranging from cataloguing books to
slaughtering cattle. Other unusual aspects of Deep Springs include
the.fact that the student body is limited t o men, that drugs and
alcohol are banned and that faculty members serve without tenure
or rank. There is no place like it,' said Ned Serling, a secondyear student from Saratoga Springs, N.Y. 'Most colleges today are
very much the same, but Deep Springs is not afraid to be different.
It is an intense place that forces student to make commitments
and offers none of the conventional methods of escape from problems.' "
PRINCETON CLUBS FEEL PRESSURE OF DIVERSITY
(by Jill Smolowe) Section 12, p. 29.

-

"To find the Princeton Unviersity where a student's
reputation rested on the prestige of his eating club and the
beauty of his imported weekend date, one would have to search
between the covers of an F. Scott Fitzgerald novel. That part of
Princeton's history ended conclusively in 1969 when the university
began admitting women and more minority students. Most of the social
traditions that bound one class to the next since the university's
founding in 1746 have been challenged or dropped over the last
decade. Where social groups once were formed to help a student
feel special and separated form the homogeneous mass of white,
uppercrust males w i t h whom he shared classes, the attention of
the university is now on developing a plan that will draw together
a diverse and fragmented student body. A 14-member committee of
students, administrators and faculty was appointed in February
1978 to draft a plan for new living and dining arrangements. While
the plan, which received the endorsement last month from the
university's trustees, remains years from realization, it has
served to call attention to the debate about the social problems
confronting Princeton and t o demonstrate the university's sincerity
in seeking solutions."
BLACK STUDIES PROGRAM: DECLINE OF A PHENOMENON (by Art Harris) Washington Post, 11/5, p. 1.
" A n anxious Beverly Rutledge, 19, was hunched over her
psychology text, furiously highlighting in yellow Magic Marker.
Midterm examinations were bearing down on the handful of George
Washington University students hidden behind books in the upstairs
lounge at the Black People's Union, where wall murals of Malcolm
X and Martin Luther King Jr. exhort them to keep the faith. But
no one was reading James Baldwin, or Stokely Carrnichael, or Maya
Angelou, or any of the black writers whose works angry college
students fought to have included in their curriculums in the late
1960s, thereby spawning the black studies movement. Only six of
George Washington's 600-plus black students, in fact, signed up
for the Afro-American history course offered this semester. The
other 17 students in the class are white. 'I don't have the time
for it,' said Rutledge, a sophomore biology major who hopes
to go to medical school. 'If you don't go t o the right kind of
college and get the right kind of degree, you're destined to be
blue-collar. I want something better than that.' 'Something better'
is what black college students of GW — and colleges across the
country — frequently say they are seeking as they choose careeroriented courses in business, engineering and the sciences instead
of credits and degrees in black studies."
KEEPING M I N O R I T Y STUDENTS FROM DROPPING OUT OF COLLEGE
(by Peter N. Spotts) Christian Science Monitor, 11/9, p. 9.
"More blacks, Hispanics, American Indians, and other
minorities are enrolled in US colleges and universities than ever
before. But along w i t h this increased enrollment, educators are
facing a challenge: how to keep these students in college until
they earn their degrees. The high dropout rate for minority
students is 'a pervasive problem, particularly in predominantly
white colleges and universities,' notes Dr. Phillip Carey, a social
psychologist and director of the University of Minnesota's Office
of Minority and Special Student Affairs. One roadblock in dealing
with the problem, educators say, is a lack of nationwide data on
minority students. In an 'unscientific survey' of 17 major
universities from the State of Washington to Ohio, Dr. Carey
estimates the dropout rate for black students is about 86 percent
and between 90 and 96 percent for American Indians. The major causes,
educators say, include insensitive teachers (most often unintentionally), lack of basic educational skills, a lack of special

programs to help shore up basic-skills deficiencies, and a lack
of support from successful minority students. Dr. Andrew Goodrich,
associate professor of education and director of the education
assistance program at the University of Illinois at Chicago
Circle (UICC), developed a program while at the University of
Maryland to help keep minority students from dropping out. The
program trimmed minority dropouts by roughly 10 percent over a
four-year period. He since has transplanted the program to UICC.
Dr. Goodrich's approach closely tracks minority students' progress
in courses that have been identified as tough for all students.
If they are falling behind in their work, he says, they are
notified and encouraged to take part in tutorial programs or
other support services."
COLLEGES ADOPT CANDID APPROACH IN BROCHURES (by Ralph Blumenthal) New York Times, 11/6, p. 1C.
'There are no warning labels, no ingredients listed on
the package, no guarantees. You can't squeeze it first, test-drive
it or return it later for a money-back refund. Nevertheless, a
postsecondary education is being increasingly viewed as a
consumer purchase, an expensive investment requiring caution on
the part of the shopper and candor on the part of the provider.
With this approach, several dozen American colleges and occupational
schools are breaking new ground w i t h their own version of a truthin-packaging movement — truth-in-catalogues-and-prospectuses. The
goal: t o prepare promotional materials that offer student-consumers
better information to spare both buyer and seller wasted funds and
hard feelings later. The effort is timely. With a drop of about 25
percent forecast in the number of college-age people between now
and the early 1990's, the competition among postsecondary schools
t o round up a student body is expected to intensify."
THE M I D D L E WAY ON STUDENT A I D - (Editorial)
New York Times, 11/12, p. 20A.
"Everyone in Washington seems to agree that the Government's
tuition aid program for college students is seriously flawed.
Many students don't repay their loans, and colleges are indifferent
bill collectors. Despite Federal guarantees, some banks refuse to
make loans. Students lacking tuition money must therefore find
costly short-term credit. Colleges say the Government's ceiling on
aid hasn't kept pace w i t h inflation while others contend the interest
rates on loans (as low as 3 percent) are too generous. Just as the
perceived problems vary, so do the responses of the Administration
and Congress. One difference between them concerns the structure of
the aid program. The House has just approved a bill calling for
modest but useful changes. The Administration and Senator Kennedy,
on the other hand, want to scrap the existing loans and grants —
now run mostly by banks and collegs — for a new program that would
be run by the Government or a non-profit corporation. Each
approach would offer students long-term loans, assure that aid
was available everywhere and strengthen bill collection."
NUMBERS THE KEY TO U N V I E R S I T Y EXPANSION Florida Times-Union, 1 1 / 1 1 , p. 5C.
"One result of the post-World War II population boom in
Florida specifically, plus the postwar baby boom in the nation
generally, was the development of a system of higher education
that, while not unique in the U.S., is far from common. We have
built up a large network of community colleges, enlarged our
university system and — this is the part that is comparatively
rare — established four universities that have no freshman or
sophomore classes — including the University of North Florida
in Jacksonville. The idea of the upper-division schools was that
they, along w i t h the traditional four-year universities, would
carry on the education of the students who had begun their college
careers in the community colleges (freshman and sophomores only).
This became known as the ' t w o plus t w o ' system. Now the role of
the upper-division universities is being reexamined. Both the
Board of Regents and the 1979 Legislature decided to study whether
the upper-division schools should be allowed to become four-year
universities. The Regents hired four consultants to make the
study, and they submitted their report in September. Although
they said that they thought the state should 'continue to support
the t w o plus t w o concept,' the consultants went on to recommend
that 'the Board of Regents consider the development of limited
special emphasis programs at the lower division in the upper
division universities.' "
T U R L I N G T O N TO PUSH FOR U N I F O R M COLLEGE CALENDAR
Florida Times-Union, 11/11. p. 12B.

-

"Education Commissioner Ralph Turlington is preparing t o
make a strong push for a common calendar system to make it easier
for students to transfer from junior colleges to Florida universities.
Since 1974 the merits of semesters versus quarters have been discussed,
debated and dissected w i t h o u t reaching a real consensus of whether
the nine universities should fall into line w i t h the 28 community
colleges or vice versa. The universities are on the quarter system —
12-week periods that more or less follow the traditional academic
year beginning in late September and ending in mid-June. There is
also an eight-week summer session. The community colleges are on
semesters — periods running some 16 weeks that start in August
and January and wind down in mid-May. The problem crops up when
students wish to transfer from a community college to a university.
There are scheduling conflicts during the summer session and
occasionally students lose credit in making the change."
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Grant Opportunities
For further information on the programs listed below, contact Mary A.
Johnston, A d m . 245, x 2 6 7 1 .
Indirect Cost Rate is 53.4%. Current Fringe Benefit Rate is 16.11% of
Salaries. For OPS employees, the Fringe Benefit Rate is .4% of Wages.
UCF/DSR
Deadline:
December 7

In-House Research Award Program 1979-80
The In-house research program is intended to help
faculty members initiate and continue projects for
which funds have not been available. The maximum
amount per proposal has been set at $2,400 for
instructional replacement time and/or summer salary
and $800 for all other direct costs. Proposals
containing matching contributions from departments
are encouraged. Please note that deadline for
submission has been extended from November 29 to
December 7. A copy of the guideline may be obtained
from the Division of Sponsored Research, Adm. 243,
or from department chairmen.

Demand first class education*
State university presidents recently
spoke to members of the Governor's
Commission on Tax Reform at hearings held
throughout the state. In view of the
fact that Governor Graham called a
special session of the Legislature
November 27 to consider the Commission's
recommendations, we are printing excerpts
from remarks by President Co/bourn as
an example of presentations by the
presidents.
In his address. President Colbourn
stressed the need for the state to look
for clean, high technology industry which
can complement tourism and agriculture.
Citing California as an area w i t h an
attractive but "far from irresistible"
climate, a state with some of the highest
state taxes in the nation, even after
Proposition Thirteen, " i t still has one
of the finest college and university
systems in the country, the finest road
system, the finest airline service. I
would submit that we may be more obsessed
with (reducing) taxes than the facts
justify," Colbourn said.
" I think it desperately important
that in reviewing our priorities we take
the needed steps to strengthen our state
universities. It would not take that much
to bring an intrinsically good system
forward to the level of quality which
will impress corporate leaders across
the country and add a critical inducement
to consider locating here. Why should
Florida seriously consider reducing state

taxes when it is currently 46th in the
nation in per capita taxes, when it is
also 43rd in the nation in its support
for public higher education when
Mississippi is number one and Alabama
number t w o in the nation? Why should
North Carolina, for example, always
gain national ranking for its
universities and Florida not know such
recognition?"
. . . "Why should the citizens
of Florida not demand — and get — a
first class education? Why should the
state require that our students pay the
highest tuition in the Southeast? These,
I submit, are reasonable questions,
questions that are highly relevant to
our times and our needs."
" I t seems to me that we pretty
much get what we pay for and what we
settle for. I fear we have been too
easily satisfied, too ready to think
of our immediate present and overlook
our future needs and opportunities. I
think it is time we thought more
imaginatively of what can be. Let us
test our opportunities and invest in
our future. Let us remind our state
government of our needs and ask them
to confirm their capacity for boldness,
vision and statesmanship."
" I t is time we thought about
our children and their children and
their children's children. There may
be no better time and there is
certainly no better thought,"
President Colbourn concluded.

WINNER-CAPTION CONTEST #4

Film
Previews
The following is a list of
currently available preview
prints that can be viewed in
Audio-Visual Services until
noon on the day indicated at
the end of each description.
For further information
call x2574.

PRINCES A N D PRELATES
Color/41 Min.
The 15th century would see the
greatest glories of Renaissance
Rome, with impetus from humanist
Florence where the work of great
artists signaled a rebirth. In
turn, the northern humanism of men
like Erasmus would suggest a new
road for the Church, removed from
the extravagances of Rome-but
which Rome's resistance to change
would make impossible.
12-10-79

JOURNEY TOGETHER
Color/22 Min./1978
The film dramatizes the
emotional coming together of a
teenager wrestling with adolescent
growing pains and a lonely woman
burdened with the hardships of
old age.
12-7-79
F U L F I L L M E N T OF HUMAN
POTENTIAL
Color/18 Min.
The film shows handicapped
children mainstreamed into
laboratory science classes and
related art activities through
which science concepts are
interpreted and expressed in
art form, enhancing the education of all children. 12-10-79

PEOPLE OF THE BOOK
Color/41 Min.
Though the Jews, Christians,
and Muslims have much in common and
have been greatly influenced by
one another, relationships have
ranged from fruitful cooperation
to brutal hostility. The violence
and horror of the Crusades and of
the Inquisition demonstrated an
extreme intolerance to both
Islam and Judaism. 12-10-79

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING
Color/28 Min.
This film shows how the
act of creative problem solving
can be developed in each
individual but is often inhibited
by criticism or lack of selfconfidence.
12-10-79
POWER OF POSITIVE
REINFORCEMENT
Color/28 Min.
Behavior Modification, w i t h
its emphasis on positive reinforcement, is recognized as a powerful
tool for managing human performance.
This f i l m documents the systematic
on-site application of behavior
management at a 3M plant in
California.
12-10-79
D I E T I N G : THE DANGER POINT
Color/20 Min.
This film examines the physical
and psychological dangers of a
current upsurge in the disease
known as anorexia nervosa. An
epidemic number of today's bright,
healthy teenage girls are willfully starving and over-exercising
themselves in the pursuit of a
slender figure. The f i l m shows the
effects such behavior has on the
girls and their families. 12-10-79

Ring around the collar! Ring around the collar!
This week's caption contest was a toughie. It practically
tied the judge in knots! But, dauntless and devoted, he met the
challenge with head held high. When the smoke had cleared and his
mind became untangled, our worthy decided Chris Crane had come
up with the definitive caption. You can read it above. To Chris,
who works in the Department of Finance, goes the $10 coupon book
from SAGA. Keep your eye peeled for our next contest. You may
be the one!

ALCOHOL ABUSE: THE EARLY
W A R N I N G SIGNS
Color/2V/2 Min.
Ten signs that may indicate
a developing dependency on alcohol
are graphically dramatized to show
potential victims, their family
and friends, the rationales
they use to avoid admitting the
problem. The objective of the
film is to develop an awareness
and encourage them to seek help
before it is too late. 12-12-79
CPR (CARDIOPULMONARY
RESUSCITATION): A LIFE
AT STAKE

A PECULIAR PEOPLE
Color/39 Min.
This film traces the growth
of the new religion from its earliest
days, when it was practiced by only
a few bewildered people, to the
day in the year 312 when Constantine
looked at the sky and saw a cross
imposed on the sun.
12-10-79
THE CHRISTIAN EMPIRE
Color/39 Min.
Under the leadership of
Constantine, Christians were not
only free to observe their religion,
but also members of the political
establishment. But not every
Christian accepted the emperor's
interpretation of Christian
doctrine, and the religion was
shaken from w i t h i n . The f i l m ends
as the hub of the empire moves
from Constantinople to Moscow.
12-10-79

BURN CARE: A LIFE AT STAKE
Color/20 Min.
The f i l m teaches the layman
and the professional how to .assess
the extent and degree of burns,
and how to treat thermal, electrical
and chemical burns before medical
aid is administered. 12-12-79

Color/21 Min.
The f i l m teaches how to
recognize a cardiac arrest victim
and presents the ABC procedure
of CPR: open the Airway, restore
Breathing, restore Circulation,
in demonstrations of both oneand two-rescuer resuscitation
techniques. 12-12-79
RAKU - THE A N C I E N T A R T OF
JAPANESE CERAMICS
Color/10 Min.
Examination of the raku
process of ceramic firing.
12-13-79

,

NEW BEGINNINGS: WOMEN,
ALCOHOL A N D RECOVERY
Color/19% Min.
Designed to change attitudes
and break sterotypes, NEW
BEGINNINGS allows the
viewer to share in the actual
recovery of three women in their
natural settings of home,
recreation and work.
12-13-79
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Knight cagers aim
for conference title

Calendar
The following calendar covers a
variety of UCF events scheduled for

Winning the Sunshine State Conference
and making the NCAA Division II playoffs
are the goals for the 1979-80 UCF basketball team as they open their season this

Rotary offers
foreign study
The Rotary Foundation of Rotarv
International seeks to promote understanding and friendly relations between
peoples of different nations through
programs such as Graduate Fellowships,
Undergraduate Scholarships, Technical
Trainging, Journalism, and Teachers of
the Handicapped awards. These awards
are made to outstanding men and women
students, technicians, journalists or
teachers for one academic year of study
in another country.
An award recipient must act in
the dual capacity of student and
unofficial "ambassador of good w i l l . "
In this capacity, the award recipient
is expected to maintain high standards
of achievement while serving as a
bridge of understanding and friendship
between the peoples of his home and
his host study country.
Preference is given to applicants
who wish to study in a country where
the native language is different f r o m
their own. Application deadline for
the 1981-82 academic year is
March 1, 1980.
Awards include round t r i p jet
fare between the recipient's permanent
residence and place of study in
addition to incidental travel expenses,
registration, tuition and fees, books,
room and board, funds for limited
educational travel, and in specific
instances, payment for intensive
language training.
Application information is
available f r o m any Rotary Club or on
campus from Barth Engert in the Public
Affairs Office, A D M 350, x2848.

Saturday in Greenville, S.C, against
Furman University.
The Knights finished the 1978-79
campaign with a 19-7 record, the best
at any level in the state. Yet Coach
" T o r c h y " Clark and his Knights were
dethroned from the top spot in the
Sunshine State Conference for the first
time in the conference's four year
existence — the Knights wound up tied
for second. UCF also sat out the NCAA
Division II playoffs last season for
the first time in four years.
After the contest against Furman,
a Division I school which posted a 20-9
mark last season, the Knights will take
on Florida Memorial College December
4 for their first action of the season
on campus.
December 6 will find the Knight
hoopsters in New Orleans to meet
Xavier University after which they will
be at home for 12 straight games.
Sunshine State Conference play will
begin on Saturday, January 19, against
Florida Southern College in Lakeland.
A l l Knight home games will begin at
7:30 p.m. with the exception of the
January 13 contest against Western
New England. Tip-off will be at 1 p.m.
Leading the way for the Knights this
season will be senior guard Bo Clark.
The 6-1 marksman led the nation in
scoring last season with a 31.6 points
per game average. Returning along with
Clark is 6-1 senior guard Gerald Jones,
who averaged nearly 16 points a contest
last season, and Pete Krull, a steady
ballplayer who averaged 6.6 points per
game last season.
Newcomers to this year's team include
6-1 junior swingman Ruben Cotton from
Sanford, 6-8 freshman center Isaac
McKinnon from Hilliard, 6-6 junior
forward David Trost from Silver Bay,
Minn., and 5-11 junior swingman
Roland Ebron from Ft. Lauderdale.

the next 10 days. All local programs
show the location, time and admission

SATURDAY, DEC. 1
Hillel Chanukah Party. 8:30 p.m.
For information, call x2233.
Recital. Junior Oboe, Music
Rehearsal Hall, 8 p.m.

charge, if known. Please contact the
individual offices or programs for
additional information, including
charges, reservations, or schedule
changes. Items for the Calendar
must be submitted by Thursday noon
of the week preceding publication.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 28
Women's Basketball. Edward
Waters College, 7:30 p.m., UCF
Gym. Admission: $2.
Concert. UCF Symphonic Band,
VC Assembly Room, 8 p.m.
THURSDAY, NOV. 29
String Recital. Music Rehearsal
Hall, noon.
F R I D A Y , NOV. 30
Movie. Mandingo. VC Assembly
Room, 8:30 p.m. Admission: $1.25.
Student Recitals. Junior Voice and
Trumpet, Music Rehearsal Hall,
8 p.m.
Women's Basketball. University of
South Florida at Tampa, 7 p.m.

Classifieds
Classified ads will be published for
UCF faculty and staff at no charge, as
space allows.

SUNDAY, DEC. 2
Movie. Mandingo. VC Assembly
Room, 8:30 p.m. Admission: $1.25.
Pro 8t Con. Topic: " D o We Need
Local Gay-Rights Ordinances?"
Guest Speakers: Bob Kunst and Rev.
John Butler Booke. Channel 9, 1 p.m.
Concert Under the Stars; Excerpts from
Handel's Messiah, accompanied by
special effects; and a German holiday
party featuring authentic German
desserts and a wassail bowl. John
Young Museum, 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.
(concerts), 7:30 p.m. (party).
Admission: $12.50 per person.
For reservations, call 896-7151.
Additional performances of Messiah
(without the party) will be Dec. 7,
8, 14, 15, 21 and 22, 9 p.m.
M O N D A Y , DEC. 3
Women's Basketball. Rollins,
UCF G y m , 7:30 p.m. Admission: $2.
TUESDAY, DEC. 4
Men's Basketball. Florida Memorial,
UCF G y m , 7:30 p.m. Admission: $3.
THURSDAY - SATURDAY
DEC. 6-8
Volleyball. A I A W National Small
College Championships, hosted by UCF.
For information or tickets, call x2256.

For Sale: Australian Silkey
Terriers — 2 male puppies, 7 weeks
old. $150 each. Papers available.
Call Mary Lou at x2771 or 365-7413
evenings.

F R I D A Y , DEC. 7
Extended Studies. A 10-day Real
Estate I (salesman) course will be
conducted at the South Orlando campus
from 6-10 p.m. weekdays and
9 a.m. t o 5 p.m. weekends, w i t h
For Sale: German oriental-style
no session Wed., Dec. 12. Fee:
rug 1 2 X 1 5 , day bed, queen size sofa
bed, mahogany drum table, sliding wooden $90 including books. Call x2126
for details on pre-registration.
doors, new 8 X 1 0 burnt orange loop
rug. Call 365-7112.
FRIDAY-SUNDAY
DEC. 7-9
Extended Studies. Real Estate
Review course will be held at the
South Orlando campus, 6-10 p.m.
Friday and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday. T u i t i o n , w i t h books, is
$30. Pre-registration is required;
callx2126.

Fifth Annual
Madrigal Dinner
Festival planned
Preparations are in the making for
this year's Madrigal Dinner Festival
at UCF, December 13, 14 and 15 at the
Village Center.
As in the past, the f i f t h annual
version will feature music and food
served in the style and manner of the •
Renaissance. The UCF Chamber Singers
and Recorder Consort will perform
again under the direction of Karen
Keltner, who is planning and directing k
the gala event.

Scholarship recipients gather
Recipients of the J.C. Aspley Marketing Scholarship gathered last week in honor of Mrs. E.L. Strohbehn, seated center,
who established the award in memory of her late husband and the business publishing house he founded, Dartnell Corp.
Robin Luckett, standing second from right, was the winner of the first Aspley scholarship, awarded in 1977. This year's
recipients are Dana M. Hall, Ellen M. Mahonsy, seated left and right; Diana Secor, standing second from left; and Deborah
Peon-Rios, standing center. Also on hand were Dr. Gordon Paul, chairman of the Marketing Department, standing left;
and Dean Clifford Eubanks, College of Business Administration,
standing right.

Deadline for reservations is
December 7. Interested persons are asked
t o indicate which of the three evenings
they wish t o attend — festivities begin
at 7:30 p.m. — and include a check
and self-addressed envelope. The $10
per dinner charge will aid the UCF
Music Scholarship Fund.
Checks should be sent t o the UCF
Department of Music.
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Employment Opportunities
The University of Central Florida is an
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Employer.

December Birthdays
1
2

The Division of University Personnel
Services lists the following available
positions at UCF. They are listed by job
title, department, minimum
qualifications, annual salary range,
bi-weekly salary, and closing date for
applications. It is the responsibility of the applicant t o successfully
complete any required performance and/
or written exams prior t o being
considered f o r a specific job opening.
Tests are administered by appointment
only, on a limited but continuous
basis. If you are unable t o schedule
an exam for a current vacancy before
the posted closing date, we encourage
y o u t o proceed w i t h the exam so that
you will be eligible for the next
position in that class which becomes
available. A l l test scores are valid
for four years. For information on
any required exams, as well as further
details on these positions, contact
Personnel at x 2 7 7 1 . A listing of
available faculty positions w i t h i n the
SUS is available on request at the
receptionist's desk ( A D M 230).

Career Service
Counseling Coord. (Student Affairs).
Master's degree in psychology, counseling
or guidance and one year experience
in counseling students and administering
psychological tests; or four year
degree and three years of professional
experience in psychology, counseling,
or guidance. $12,695.04-16,829.28,
$486.40. 11 /29.
Fiscal Asst. II (Finance & Acctng.).
Graduation from a high school
including or supplemented by a course in
bookkeeping or accounting and three
years of bookkeeping or clericalaccounting experience; or graduation
from high school and four years of
bookkeeping or clerical-accou.iting
experience. Written test required.
$9,667.44-12,569.76, $370.40. 11/29.
Univ. Police Officer I (Univ. Police
Dept.). Graduation from high school
and t w o years of post high school law
enforcement experience. Certification
by Police Standards Commission
preferred. Only candidates whose
names appear on certificate of
eligibles need apply. Rotating shifts.
$11,985.12-15,827.04, $459.20. 11/29.
Stock Clerk (Bookstore). Completion
of the tenth grade. Written test
required. $6,577.20-8,289.36,
$252.00. 11/30.

Machinist (Physical Plant). Graduation
from high school and four years
experience as a machinist, or completion
of a recognized machinist apprenticeship
program. Hours: 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
$11,337.84-14,908.32, $434.40. 11/30.
Clerk Typist III (Personnel).
Graduation from high school and two
years of clerical and/or typing
experience. Prefer experience w i t h *
IBM memory typewriter. Written &
typing tests required. $7,579.449,667.44, $290.40. 12/7.
Clerk Typist III (Finance & Acctng.).
Graduation from high school and t w o
years of clerical and/or typing
experience. Written & typing tests
required. Prefer accurate and
statistical typist. $7,579.449,667.44, $290.40. 11/30.
Account Clerk I (Bookstore).
Graduation f r o m high school including
or supplemented by a course in
bookkeeping or accounting - or
graduation from high school and six
months of bookkeeping or clericalaccounting experience. Written
test required. $6,577.20-8,289.36,
$252.00. 12/7.

Administrative &
Professional
Univ. Attorney (Business Affairs).
Must be licensed to practice law in
the State of Florida. Six years of
experience as an attorney. Prefer
experience in higher education law.
$25,500-39,500, $980.76. 12/14.

Energy
(continued from page 1)
all adds up to many kilowatt-hours."
Lee also asked everyone to become
"energy conscious."
" T u r n lights off when you
leave a room. If you use the tennis
courts, please see that the lights
are off when you leave. And please
do not attempt to adjust thermostats
or use small fans or heaters in
individual offices; rather wear a
sweater or dress cooler as your own
personal comfort dictates.
"With everyone's help, we
can save energy and, as everyone
knows, energy means money."

The UCF Report
The UCF Report is a weekly
publication of official information
and news for the faculty and staff
of the University of Central Florida.
It is published every Wednesday
during the academic year, and
bi-weekly when classes are not in
session and during the summer, at
a cost of $158, or 7 cents per copy.
For further information 'on any
material appearing in this report,
contact K. G. Sheinkopf, director,
Office of Information Services,
Room 395-K, Administration
Building, phone 275-2504.
Editor: Maxine Bowers
Photographer: Bernal Schooley
Designers: UCF Print Shop Illustrators
Permission is granted to reprint or
to excerpt material from The UCF
Report for use in other media.

Deadlines
All news, photographs and calendar
announcements for The UCF Report
must be submitted to the Office
of Information Services by Thursday
noon of the week preceding publication.
Publicity Contact
Contact Linda Boyette (x2504) for
assistance in publicizing programs or
events in the local media.

UCF
Information
Services
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Rusty Okoniewski
Charlotte A Story
Martha K. Rouse
Marilyn W. Whisler
Wes C. Cogan
Marilyn F. Hunt
Milan D. Meeske
Walter A . Teague, Jr.
Lynne M. Caron
Deborah S. Weatherford
Lewis T. Worrell
Charles W. Brown
R. O. Elgin
Joseph Haibach
Patricia A. Bryant
Patricia A. Dempsey
M. A. Evans
Agnes R. Joels
Thomas E. Ticknor
Chris A. Clausen III
Ellen D. Hardin
Catherine E. Martin
Hugh P. Martin
Martin P. Wanielista
Barbara A. Burton
Robert D. Moss
Jacqueline P. Wood
Louise A. Friderici
Charles W. Goldsby
Sandra S. Guest
Michael C. Hynes
Ronald L. Wallace
Dolores F. Burghard
William A. Daum
Dale S. Johnson
Kevin M. Beauregard
Ruby V. Dickerson
Cheryl G. Mahan
Richard C. Reidenbach
Stuart A. Lilie / '
Billie L. Strickland
Paul W. Wehr
John C. Gevers
Lourdes P. Heron-Vanta
Juanita C. Hood
Joyce H. Waring
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David W. A b b o t t
Ella S. Colborn

Michael D. Taylor
Carolyn K. Brancart
Karen A. Davis
Henry D. Denard, Sr.
James C. Brophy
Peter L. Gillett
H. Richard Huff
Edmond J. Moloney, Jr.
Diana L. Harrison
Nannette Laframboise
Christina J. Mariotti
Carah C. Sweet
Ralph R. Weitzel
Richard G. Fritz
Eva F. Schooley
Joan R. Burr
Priscilla C. Cooper
John P. Goree
James H. Ammons
Alicia A. Nittiskie
Kewi K. Chang
E. Ramon Hosier
Karen L. Keltner
Margaret E. Sommer
Myrtle R. White
Clarence Gainey
Robert L. Svendsen
Evelyn B. A l f o r d
Ruth E. Colquitt
William R. McCluney
Corey D. Schou
Anita W. Smith
Anthony P. Tesori
Joan Dunham
William K. Green
Harold L. Griffith
Cabot L. Jaffee
Steven D. Lotz
Albert E. Szabo
Randy C. Weitzel
Darrell G. Linton
Helmuth E. Worbs
Walter J. Rhein
Alice S. Smith
Sharon R. Stiles
Thomas L. Harrow
James E. Rouse
Linda S. Wilder

Raphael R. Kavanaugh, Jr.
Yvonne D. Thomassen

People
Dr. Clarence G. Avery (Accountancy)
attended the annual meeting of American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants
in New Orleans, La., Oct. 13-17. He also
attended a meeting of the Board of
Governors of the Administrators of
Accounting Programs, Nov. 6-7,
in Chicago, III. Dr. Avery is a
member of the board, a group of the
American Accounting Association.

Dr. J. Bolemon (Physics) was
guest speaker on WPRK Radio, Nov. 7,
to discuss the course, "Physics Through
Science Fiction — Its Origins
and Evolution."

Dr. Clarence Avery, Dr. Shirley
Cossaboom, Dr. John Marquardt and
Dr. John Salter (all Accountancy)
attended the annual conference of the
Florida Association of Accounting
Educators in Deerfield Beach, Fla.,
Nov. 16-17. Dr. Avery is treasurer of
the association and a member of the
F A A E Steering Committee; Dr.
Cossaboom and Dr. Salter each made
presentations at the conference.

J. Stephen Lytle (Resp. Therapy) was
a member of the committee representing
UCF at the quarterly meeting of the
Florida Committee for Respiratory
Therapy Education in Miami, Nov. 16.
He also attended the Pulmonary
Rehabilitation Seminar held at South
Miami Hospital, Nov. 17.

Dr. James R. Driscoll (Comp. Sci.)
attended the Eighth Texas Conference on
Computing Systems in Dallas, Nov. 12-13,
and presented a paper, "Physical Storage
and Physical Navigation Within the
Relational DBMS R A Q U E L I I . "
Dr. Leon E. Eldredge, Jr. (Nursing)
spoke t o health students at Lake-Sumter
Community College Nov. 9, in regard
t o the offerings at UCF's College of
Health Related Professions. Last
month, Dr. Eldredge was invited t o
visit the campus of Bethune-Cookman
College, Daytona Beach, to act as a
consultant in evaluating the school's
baccalaureate nursing program.

Dr. Mary J. Palmer (Elem. Ed.)
presented a workshop, "The Kodaly
Approach to Music Education" to
Orange County music teachers, Nov.
12, at Aloma Elementary School.

M. Jo Geren-Edwards (Radiologic Sci.)
presented a program, "Developing Learning
Packets," as an invited speaker at the
annual conference of Mid Eastern
Radiologic Technologists, Nov. 15-16,
in Pittsburgh, Pa. Also, she participated
in a special ad hoc committee meeting
on education in radiation therapy
technology Oct. 24 in New Orleans, La.,
by special invitation f r o m the
American Society of Therapeutic
Radiologists, and on Oct. 12 presented
a program, "Quality Assurance for the
Staff Technologist," at the annual
meeting of the Indiana Society of
Radiologic Technologists in
Merrillville.

